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INTRO
As a people-based marketing agency, Merkle 
believes that building a consumer strategy anchored 
on person-level identity is a fundamental component 
of our media campaigns and our overall philosophy. 
We want to reach the right people with minimal waste 
and with the most relevant messaging, depending 
on where they are in their journey. For decades, 
marketers were targeting broadly and not precisely, 
but through people-based marketing campaigns, we 
are coming closer to the ideal, and we have been 
able to deliver improved return on advertising spend 
(ROAS) with increased efficiency.

Search Ads 360
Search Tag Manager 360

Advanced Measurement
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Analytics 360
Advanced Measurement
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Creative

Optimize 360
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Display & Video 360
DSP
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Ad Server

With increasing privacy regulations, transparency demands, and the phase 
out of the third-party cookie, person-level identity is becoming paramount to 
enabling performance media campaigns in the modern marketing ecosystem. 
Even for sophisticated marketers, cookies have historically represented one 
of the primary mechanisms to connect with our audiences and “move them 
through the funnel.”  Cookies have provided not just the ability to target, but 
retarget, segment, measure performance, and run analytics. 
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With third-party cookies going away, identity is now the critical currency 
that drives the highest level of people-based marketing sophistication 
and personalization. Using identity in a people-based marketing 
strategy helps us create a future-proof approach to media, and the ad 
industry is beginning to replace third-party cookies with new person-
level identifiers, rather than anonymous IDs.

In this new world, Google represents a key part of an effective 
activation and measurement strategy, with its integrated marketing 
and ad tech stack in Google Marketing Platform (GMP – see diagram). 
Advertisers are able to take advantage of their first-party connection 
to users across the Google ecosystem with Google Analytics 360, 
Campaign Manager, DV360, and SA360, tying all media and website 
traffic together. Google’s dominance through all stages of the 
programmatic buying process makes it imperative to leverage identity-
based audience management best practices in deploying performance 
media campaigns.

You can target users where Google sees them and learn more about 
who they are, where you can reach them, and where you can reach 
others who look like them. You can know people who show intent or 
affinity toward specific products. Plus, you have the ability to connect 
with current customers with Customer Match or develop similar 
audiences to find more opportunity.

In this paper, we will explore how marketers can take an audience-
centric approach to Google advertising from the ground up, starting 
with the basic audience capabilities of the GMP and building toward 
more sophisticated strategies that truly put identity first.

The Ad Tech Stack

Google has the dominant offering at every stage of the programmatic advertising ecosystem

User visits web page, 
alerting the supply-
side platform

Solicits bids 
from advertisers

Seeks an ad to 
place in front of 
that person

Sends user profile 
requirements for 
ad targeting

Sends ad to user who 
sees it on web page

Selects winning bid 
and directs ad to the 
supply-side platform

Demand-side platforms 
bid to place an ad in 
front of the user

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion

SUPPLY-SIDE
PLATFORM

AD  
EXCHANGE

DEMAND-SIDE 
PLATFORM

DATA 
MANAGEMENT 

PLATFORM
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THE 
BASICS OF 
AUDIENCES 
ON GMP
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AUDIENCE CAPABILITIES IN GMP 
Google Marketing Platform offers a number of opportunities for the onboarding, creation, analysis, and activation of Google 
Marketing Platform offers a number of opportunities for the onboarding, creation, analysis, and activation of audiences. 
Marketers can build audiences using data from a variety of sources – both first-party and third-party – and crucially, these 
audiences can be activated across the full Google stack. 

One of the key benefits of the GMP is the ability to share data between platforms such as Google Analytics (GA), Google 
Ads, and DV360. Audiences can also be activated outside of the Google stack (for email or social campaigns), using media 
tracking tags from your data management platform or customer data platform implemented in Campaign Manager.

All of the GA functionalities discussed in this section can be conducted in both the standard version of Google Analytics and 
GA360, unless otherwise stated. However, with GA360, many of the processes are much more streamlined.

The full capabilities of audience targeting in the GMP are summarized in the following table:

CATEGORY AUDIENCE 
TARGETING

DESCRIPTION PLATFORM CAMPAIGN 
TYPES*

First party Remarketing  
(also known as 
tag-based)

Reaching those who have previously engaged with your 
company 

Creating behavior-based audience lists using Floodlights/
pixels in-platform, or through web analytics tracking in Google 
Analytics

Google Ads
DV360, 
Campaign 
Manager

Search, display, 
YouTube, 
Shopping

First party Customer Match Reaching your existing customers – whether they have 
previously engaged online or offline

Using information customers have provided (e.g., name, email, 
phone, etc.) to build audience lists

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube, 
Shopping

First party Activity based Reaching those who have previously engaged with your 
display campaigns (based on clicks, conversions, impressions)

DV360 Display

Look-alike Similar 
audiences

Finding new customers similar to your existing customers, 
using Google’s own machine learning algorithm 

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube, 
Shopping

Second party YouTube Reaching those who have previously engaged with your 
YouTube videos, ads or channel

DV360 YouTube

Google defined Affinity Reaching those with a demonstrated qualified passion on a 
given topic, based on lifestyles, passions, and habits

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube, Gmail

Google defined Custom affinity Similar to affinity audiences but customized using keyword 
interests, relevant URLs, places of interest, and apps of 
interest

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube

Google defined/ 
third party

Life events Reaching those based on important life milestones (e.g., 
moving home, getting married)

Google Ads
DV360

Display, 
YouTube, Gmail

Google defined/ 
third party

In-market Reaching those who are in the market or actively considering 
purchase(s) in a given category

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube

Google defined/ 
third party

Custom intent Reaching those showing intent based on keywords and 
landing pages

Google Ads
DV360

Display, YouTube

Google defined/ 
third party

Detailed 
Demographics

Reaching a broader segment of the population, who share 
common traits (e.g., college students, homeowners, new 
parents)

Google Ads
DV360

Search, display, 
YouTube

Google defined/ 
third party

Demographics Reaching those based on specific demographics (e.g., gender, 
age, parental status)

DV360 Display, YouTube

Google defined/ 
third party

Combined 
Audience

Flexible targeting option that allows combining various 
audience targeting options, such as remarketing lists, with 
in-market or affinity lists to create “personas” that represents 
your target audience

DV360
Google Ads

Search, display

*Refer to appropriate Google Help documentation for definitions on campaign types
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FIRST-PARTY AUDIENCE TARGETING 
First-party data is information a brand has about its own customers and prospects. In audience targeting, it is typically used for 
remarketing purposes and can also be used for analysis and modelling.

A variety of methods are available to create remarketing lists. Floodlights (pixels) can be used for building remarketing lists within 
Google Ads/DV360/Campaign Manager (depending on what is tagged). These usually cover the basics such as site visitors, 
conversion abandoners, converters, etc. 

A more sophisticated option is to build remarketing lists in GA and push them to the media platforms. These lists can be based 
on any interaction with the website and even offline data (if that data is imported into GA). This opens up more advanced options 
for segmentation, as audiences can be pushed from GA into Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to build machine learning-based 
audiences, and then back out for activation in GMP. 

For registered or known audiences, Customer Match is a great way to activate them across the Google stack. Customer 
relationship management (CRM) records can be brought in based on users who are matched via email addresses or other PII.  
YouTube and Activity-based lists can only be activated within the platform that the data was collected from. As such, they are 
more niche than Customer Match lists.

SIMILAR AUDIENCES
Similar audiences, sometimes referred to as look-alikes on other platforms, are built based on your first-party audience. They can 
be employed across most of the different list options, but there are important differences between how similar audiences are 
built for search, display within Google Ads, and display through DV360. 

Google Ads Search similar audiences are built using search behavior only. This mean that the search behavior of the similar 
audience matches the search behavior of the existing first-party seed audience. similar audiences for Google Ads Display 
campaigns use broader browsing activity and content the user viewed to help match the similar audience to the existing list. 

Finally, DV360 similar audiences align much more with what folks expect when they hear the term look-alike. These audiences 
are build using Google’s machine learning algorithms, which use a black box methodology, meaning little is known about how 
they are created. As such, they lack flexibility, but they can still deliver a quick win for marketers.

TARGETING GOOGLE DEFINED AUDIENCES AND THIRD-PARTY DATA
Third-party data is most typically used for prospecting across the GMP. When buying third-party data in Google, you can access 
Google’s own data, or purchase from external vendors. The types of third-party data outlined in the table on page 5 refer 
specifically to Google’s native audiences.  

Brands that purchase external third-party data need to consider how that data was originally collected, and whether that 
methodology is in-line with their company’s interpretation of the local data laws. Advertisers also need to weigh up whether the 
additional cost of using third-party data is going to be balanced out by an increase in overall return for their campaigns.

A test and learn strategy is usually best when working with third-party data, regardless of source, with daily optimization to 
refine options.
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OTHER AUDIENCE CONCEPTS
When running campaigns across GMP, it is worth being aware of other important concepts relating to audiences:

1. Membership duration: specifies how long a user remains on your remarketing list

– If you’re building a remarketing audience in Google Analytics, this can be set to 1 – 540 days.

– If you’re building a remarketing audience in Google Ads or DV360, this can be set to 1 – 540 days  
(it defaults to 30 days). 

– Customer Match lists have unlimited membership duration, but you can set a limit if required.

2. List recency: configure targeting based on how recently a cookie was added to the audience list, based on a day-level 
granularity (DV360 only).

3. Targeting vs. observation campaign settings (Google Ads only)

– Targeting: narrow your campaign to show only to specific audiences that you’ve selected (recommended for display 
campaigns).

– Observation: allows you to show your ad to any user, while observing the behavior of a specific audience(s) in order 
to adjust bids for that audience or simply to track performance (recommended for search campaigns).

CREATING AN AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION 

With all these targeting options, it’s easy to get started, but a structured approach is necessary to avoid messy, inconsistent 
audience targeting strategies. Ideally, advertisers should employ the same audience targeting across media platforms, 
which is allowed via GMP’s sharing functionalities. This is efficient and ensures a consistent audience experience. 

Brands should also start with what they know – their customers. Make use of first-party targeting options, but do so in a 
structured approach. Consider how you segment your customers first in order to identify the remarketing / Customer Match 
lists you end up creating – follow the key principles:

1. Mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive: No user should fall into more than one audience, and your audiences 
should cover your entire customer base.

2. Diverse performance: Each audience should be built with different definitions that showcase a diverse range of 
performance. 

3. Balanced groups: Audiences should be similar in size where possible.

Once first-party audiences have been built, look at how to enhance those first-party lists to improve targeting – either 
with look-alikes (similar audiences) or with third-party data. Use your first-party data to analyze and understand who your 
customers are to help you define the most relevant third-party lists to target. GA is a good starting point, and if you have 
other research available, make use of that too. 
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CHANNEL ALIGNMENT
Many brands use the GMP stack alongside other digital channels like email, as well as offline channels like direct mail. 
Successful marketing campaigns need to be cohesive and centralized, ensuring users receive consistent messaging 
regardless of the channel. 

In order to deploy Google-based audience segmentations, there needs to be a sync between GA and CRM channels. 
For brands using Salesforce Marketing Cloud (SFMC), there is an existing integration that allows pushing audience 
groups for activation across both email and direct mail.

For those using a different CRM tool, syncing GA data to CRM data is still possible, but a connector may need to be 
built. This is a step we recommend to ensure a holistic multi-channel approach to audience targeting.  

Recommended approach to audience 
targeting in GMP

GOOD

BETTER

BEST

Use in-platform targeting 
options (Google Ads/
DV360/Campaign 
Manager)

Simple audience 
segmentation based on 
one or two dimensions 
(e.g., page visitors, 
conversion abandoners, 
relevant third-party lists) 

Ensure alignment across 
GMP-based channels 
(e.g., search and display)

Use a mix of in-platform 
and GA targeting options

More sophisticated 
audience segmentation 
based on 3 or 4 
dimensions (e.g., value-
based recency, frequency, 
monetary (RFM) factors, 
combined audiences)

Ensure alignment across 
digital channels (e.g., 
GMP and non-GMP)

Use a mix of in-platform 
and GA targeting 
options combined with 
onboarded data (e.g., 
offline sales, any relevant 
CRM-based data)

Make use of GCP for 
advanced audience 
segmentation using 
machine learning (e.g., 
clustering, propensity 
models)

Look at alignment 
across digital and offline 
channels (e.g., direct mail)

Targeting 
options

Channel 
alignment

Segmentation 
techniques
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EMPLOYING 
AUDIENCE 
STRATEGIES 
IN SEARCH
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There are a variety of creative ways advertisers use audiences to 
enhance their marketing campaigns across search and display. 
However, implementing the most straightforward audience tactics is 
an important first step to weed out irrelevant traffic.  
A large retailer with a campaign focused on generating wedding registries, for example, would benefit from excluding, or 
at least bidding lower, on detailed demographic audiences like married individuals. 

Similarly, a women’s clothing company might bid down on the “men” demographic audience to maximize relevant traffic. 
Activating these “low-hanging fruit” audiences provides a foundation from which more sophisticated strategies can be 
successfully built.

ENHANCE THE VALUE OF GOOGLE-CREATED AUDIENCES WITH  
OUTSIDE-THE-BOX APPLICATIONS
Once basic audience layering is covered, it’s important to develop creative approaches to using what you and Google 
know about different groups of customers. This is what sets programs apart and drives incremental value. 

There are more sophisticated ways to leverage Google-created audiences to elevate the strategies listed earlier. For 
example, a hotel might want to market its suites versus single-bed rooms in the same city to different audiences. Using 
family-friendly messaging to advertise all-suite hotels more heavily to audiences of parents with kids aged 0-17 can help 
fill those rooms more efficiently.

USE CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS WITH YOUR DOMAIN TO  
INFORM BIDDING AND MESSAGING
Google Analytics audiences add another layer of sophistication to search campaigns, because they’re built with 
shoppers who have already engaged with your brand. A common tactic is to remarket heavily to cart abandoners, who 
were close to completing a purchase on your website. This can be taken a step further by customizing messaging to 
those shoppers, potentially offering free shipping or a modest discount to incentivize them to purchase.

Other behavior that’s not directly linked to purchase intent is also valuable for creating GA audiences. A financial services 
firm, for example, can create audiences for consumers who have read their blog posts about particular products, and bid 
up on those groups for relevant campaigns. Someone who read an article about building your own pension in the past 
seven days, then searches for “building your own pension” on Google, likely deserves a higher bid than someone who 
has not engaged with the blog.
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FIRST-PARTY CRM DATA ENABLES CUSTOMIZABLE,  
POWERFUL TARGETING OPTIONS
Customer Match audiences offer the most flexibility in search audience creation, because advertisers can segment and 
slice the data in ways that are unique to their own catalog and purchasers. 

For example, some retailers have promotions where customers can earn store credit to be redeemed at a later time. When 
the redemption period begins, those store credit earners can be retargeted in non-brand campaigns with redemption-
specific copy to give your ad a competitive edge over others. 

Customer Match can also be used to target purchasers of a particular product with complementary products or services. 
If an insurance customer only signs up for car insurance, for example, but then conducts a non-brand search on 
homeowner’s insurance, that customer can be bid on more aggressively and receive copy specific to bundling. Similarly, if 
a customer purchases an above-ground pool, bidding up on that person for related accessory searches is prudent. 

Another Customer Match use case is for reengaging with customers for potential repeat purchases – and not reengaging 
when a repeat purchase is unlikely. Going back to the above ground pool example, someone who has purchased a pool in 
the past 12 months is unlikely to be looking for another one. Excluding those customers from more generic above-ground 
pool campaigns, or at least bidding down on them, can prevent unwanted spend. 

Taking that example further, the same customer may have purchased chlorine and a start-up chemicals kit in the early 
spring to get their pool ready for opening. Bidding more aggressively on those customers the following spring can draw 
them back to your site when they stock up on annual chemicals again.

COMBINE AUDIENCES TO ZERO IN ON MORE SPECIFIC  
SEGMENTS OF SHOPPERS
Combined audiences create more tailored segments than simply using an affinity or Customer Match audience in isolation 
and are a powerful tool for reaching the right people and maximizing potential ROAS. 

Let’s say an airline is trying to capture football fans traveling to a Champions League game in London. A combination of 
inmarket audiences (travel to London, football tickets), affinity audiences (football fans), and location keywords (flights to 
London), homes in on the exact segment that the airline wants to reach.

Audience layering can also provide insights into who is shopping for your products. Creating a campaign that excludes 
existing customers via customer match, with Google’s audiences layered in without bid modifiers, can illustrate key 
demographics that are unfamiliar with your brand and inform creative and ad copy decisions for prospecting campaigns.
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ACTIVATING 
AUDIENCE 
STRATEGIES IN 
DISPLAY AND 
VIDEO
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From Google Ads to DV360, Google’s display and video 
capabilities encompass a wide variety of inventory sources 
and ad format options. While audience availability differs 
for cross-exchange sites compared to Google owned and 
operated inventory like GDN, Gmail Ads, and YouTube, there are 
foundational audience strategies that advertisers should consider, 
regardless of platform activation details. 
Within a people-based marketing strategy, priority audiences should be activated wherever available to maximize 
reach and response – with optimized frequency capping and bid strategies in place – while continually testing into new 
audience targets in siloed inventory or ad formats.

BUILD A STRONG PROGRAM FOUNDATION WITH REMARKETING
Core to any display and video activation is remarketing to users who have visited an advertiser’s website. While the 
act of site visitation indicates that high intent already exists, remarketing maintains brand consideration, staves off 
competition, and can shorten conversion windows with appropriately tailored messaging. 

Remarketing audiences are tag-based segments leveraging Campaign Manager Floodlights, Google Ads tags, and/or 
GA360 tags. Display and video campaigns running through DV360 will rely on Campaign Manager Floodlights, while 
campaigns running in Google Ads will rely more heavily on Google Ads tags. 

GA360 audiences can augment remarketing strategy on both Google Ads and DV360. Also, if a remarketing audience 
already exists in the Google Ads platform, and the advertiser is starting a DV360 campaign, the audience can be shared 
so learnings don’t have to start from square one. This is also applicable in reverse.

Regardless of platform selection, an audit of tag implementation is highly recommended to ensure all site activity is 
being tracked and remarketing audiences reflect the maximum number of users. For example, many brick-and-mortar 
advertisers leverage a third party to host their store locator pages, requiring a separate development process to capture 
store locator page traffic for remarketing. 
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Google tags should also be configured to pass back variables for further audience segmentation and refinement. The 
pass back of accurate product- or category-level details enables dynamic product remarketing ad units. 

For example, a department store will need to be able to differentiate creative for a user who recently browsed women’s 
shoes versus a user browsing men’s suits and workwear. This is also applicable to online retailers that would need to 
pass back transaction IDs, product SKUs, and units ordered. Google Analytics audiences can augment remarketing 
strategy with additional information about time on site and page depth per session. 

Another important concept for building a strong remarketing strategy is recency, or the time that has lapsed since 
a user has taken a particular action on an advertiser’s website. We often see cookie persistence start to wane after 
180 days. This means the remarketing audience pool levels off and additional audience strategies, such as Customer 
Match, need to be employed to reach users who can no longer be identified by their initial Google ID. 

Creative and bidding strategy based on recency should be carefully customized to an advertiser’s business and typical 
conversion windows. For advertisers with a lower average order value or shorter consideration phase, emphasis should 
be put on users who have visited the site in the past several days. 

For bigger ticket purchases with a long consideration cycle, recent site visitors will often have a lower ROI. These 
same factors should also govern exclusion strategy, which is equally critical for maximizing ROI. A fast fashion retailer 
who sees multiple online orders will need to set up exclusion audiences very differently from a mattress retailer where 
repeat purchases are typically years apart. 

With the emergence of machine learning and automated bidding and budgeting tools in Google display and video 
platforms, it’s important to not over-segment remarketing audiences. Start wide and refine, giving Google as many data 
signals as possible to optimize performance and identify top converting attributes.

LOOK FIRST TO MODELED PROSPECT AUDIENCES  
TO EXPAND ACQUISITION STRATEGIES
When expanding beyond remarketing activation, advertisers should first explore modeled audiences. Whether 
modeled in GCP and pushed out for media activation, or auto created as a similar audience, modeled segments 
typically outperform other acquisition audience tactics, due to their custom nature. 

Building look-alikes of cart/lead form/registration abandoners, converters, and top customers are the most common 
strategies, but there is plenty of opportunity to get creative with testing new modeled segments. For example, retailers 
may want to model users who convert during specific types of promotions or users who tend to shop from multiple 
categories versus a single category. 

Modeled audiences can also be used to support persona development and customer journey marketing efforts. 
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CUSTOMIZE USAGE OF GOOGLE BEHAVIORAL SIGNALS  
TO MAXIMIZE THIRD-PARTY DATA RESPONSE
Google offers a wide variety of prospect audiences for targeting within display and video. When in doubt, or prioritizing 
within a limited budget, custom affinity and custom intent audiences are always a strong option. These audiences are 
built from unique Google data signals, beyond a standard cookie id, and are therefore available across nearly all display 
and video inventory and ad formats. 

Using a combination of keywords, apps, and URLs, advertisers can take advantage of learnings from search campaigns 
and GA360 to inform custom audience inputs. Custom affinity and custom intent audiences are also a great way to hone 
specific competitor conquesting opportunities. 

TAILOR MESSAGING STRATEGY WITH ACTIVITY-BASED AUDIENCES
A strong audience segmentation approach should always be supported by tailored creative and offer messaging. Activity-
based audiences create an opportunity to sequence messaging strategy and propel users along a conversion path.

For example, a user who has viewed less than 25 percent of a video and not visited the website may need to continue to 
receive video assets until they see a brand message in full. That user can be captured in an audience to receive related 
display banner units until they click through to the website. Should they leave the website without converting, follow-up 
messaging with a compelling promotion or offer can bring the user back to convert. 

While user flow is rarely so linear, activity-based segmenting is a great way to control the order of messaging received by 
a user, so that the brand experience is compelling and seamless. 
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ADVANCING 
YOUR AUDIENCE 
APPROACH 
WITH 
ANALYTICS
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As brands look to move beyond the basics of audience discovery 
and activation across Google’s core platforms, they will need to find 
ways to expand their capabilities and layer in more sophistication. As 
advertisers start leveraging additional data and identifying important 
audience attributes in a more data-driven manner, they must turn to 
more advanced technologies and analytics. 
It is at this stage that leveraging the capabilities of Google Cloud Platform (GCP), along with the existing data stack, can 
start to bring valuable new audience insights to the table. To understand why GCP becomes critical at this juncture, let’s 
speak to some of the core aspects of this technology: 

• GCP is a fully managed and serverless platform, which means advertisers spend less time patching or installing new 
hardware and more time analyzing and working with the data. 

• It is an encrypted, durable, and highly available product that can be stood up quickly and activated within hours to 
allow brands to quickly get started deriving insights. 

• Advertisers can perform real-time analytics on any streaming data from the Google stack and store up to petabytes of 
information to dig into changes and identify opportunities on the fly. 

• Since it is part of the Google stack, audiences that are generated can flow to appropriate endpoints (leveraging 
Google Analytics as the flow point) and be activated without requiring a data onboarding service or further identity 
management.

Once at the stage of having a cloud environment established and data flowing into the system, advertisers can start 
to leverage all of this rich data to perform tasks as simple as basic segmentation, all the way through deploying 
sophisticated machine learning. 

An option toward the middle of that range leverages Google’s BigQuery ML service. This service allows brands to build 
custom models using standard SQL language and allows for most analytics teams to start deploying machine learning-
type tasks without needing to be heavily invested in data scientists or PhDs. The additional benefits are that it reduces 
typical training time, which can often take weeks,  and it is extremely versatile across use cases. 

Some common use cases of this type of setup that go beyond simple rules-based approaches are:

• Apply lifetime value scores to each visitor and then activate against the top deciles

• Predict individuals who may buy a set of products or services and deploy a customer experience to drive them to 
conversion. 

• Identify the buying signals that indicate upsell/cross-sell potential. 

• Recognize behavioral patterns of users who are unlikely to purchase and removing them from paid media. 

This approach becomes a great way to start deploying more data-driven audience strategies in digital and to leverage 
and expand on models and approaches that are already being used elsewhere by the organization. 
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While there can certainly be a great deal of complexity and 
sophistication around addressability and targeting first-party 
audiences, organizations can start with some very basic 
approaches to build out comfort and understanding. The Google 
Marketing Platform allows for a quick way to get started, but it 
also provides the capabilities to produce increasingly robust 
strategies as you go. 
As a starting point, companies can look to their first-party data, leveraging traditional direct mail approaches to 
segmentation, as well as simple groupings like lapsed, high-performing, or current customers. This becomes a great first 
step toward creating unique user journeys and activating specific creative to help drive business goals. 

From there, the ability to overlay look-alike capabilities across the Google ecosystem helps to expand reach and 
find other valuable individuals. It becomes a great feeder system for additional first-party data that can be used to 
keep refining and evolving your programs. This is an effective flow for organizations to follow in activating their data, 
expanding their reach, and refining their campaigns using new data and continuous optimization. 

As the comfort level increases around this ability to test and learn and expand data sources, the need for a more robust 
analytics environment starts to emerge. Leveraging a technology like Google Cloud Platform, which contains both data 
storage and analytics capabilities, can support that next stage of evolution. 

At this stage, especially if GA360 is in the mix, companies can start to get much more in-depth in the way they are 
generating audiences and leveraging an even larger mix of data. By linking first-party data to Google visitor IDs and 
then appending that with information like the channel or creative the user engaged with, advertisers can generate super 
powerful data that can then be analyzed at scale to further build audiences in a more data-driven fashion. 

Your robust addressable capability can then be further enhanced by bringing in personalization tools and dynamic 
creative optimization technologies, bringing scale to your ability to generate highly customized, variable content that will 
help drive prospects and customers through the most optimal customer journey.  

TYING IT ALL 
TOGETHER
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KEY 
TAKEAWAYS

• The digital media ecosystem will increasingly be 
connected and operated through identity-based 
audience management.

• Google’s dominance in the digital media ecosystem 
requires a rigorous application of identity-based 
audience definition, tracking, and measurement.

• First-party audiences should be the starting point 
for performance media campaigns; take advantage 
of Google capabilities, such as Customer Match and 
similar audiences, to layer audiences and generate a 
full picture of a prospect’s shopping behavior.

• A comprehensive tagging strategy across the GMP 
tech stack is necessary to leverage machine learning 
analytics and audience suppression management in 
optimizing campaign outcomes.

• Tying all of the GMP capabilities together using 
identity and rigorous measurement is needed to 
generate a positive ROAS for performance marketers’ 
media investment.
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Merkle is the people-based agency. We 
help the best companies move forward, by 
working on relevant campaigns, services and 
products for their customers that puts real 
people at the centre. That’s people-based 
marketing. 
Our combined strengths in performance media, customer experience, 

customer relationship management, loyalty, and marketing technology drive 

improved marketing results and competitive advantage. Merkle has more 

than 50 offices and 9000 employees around the world. Our headquarters 

are located in Columbia, Maryland, US. In the Netherlands 280 smart, 

dedicated people are working in Amsterdam, Breda and Rotterdam. The 

company is part of the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, visit 

www.merkle.nl or get in touch with us via info@merkle.nl. the agency 

joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact Merkle at 

1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.

https://www.merkleinc.com/nl/nl
https://www.merkleinc.com/emea/



